
CRAW2021 is a perfect opportunity for all

cancer rehab supporters and advocates to

take the strong message about cancer rehab

to their communities, "no one should miss out!"  

Raising awareness for cancer rehabilitation

means more people get the support they need.

It helps not only individuals affected by cancer,

but their families too.

CRAW2021 aims to build on this success. We know a high proportion of those with a cancer

diagnosis are still missing out on achieving their potential and are living with impairments that 

with rehabilitation could be mitigated, or even prevented. We also know that a wide range of

significant barriers still limit access to cancer rehabilitation. Our campaign will highlight these 

and our goal is to break them down. 

The inaugural Cancer Rehab Awareness Week 2020 was an outstanding success due to the

enthusiasm and dedication of cancer rehab clinicians and supportive organisations across the

world. The campaign reached hundreds of thousands of people, and raised awareness of what

cancer rehab is, and the huge benefits that it has to offer to those with a cancer diagnosis. 

We know many people are living aWe know many people are living a

more fulfilling life having soughtmore fulfilling life having sought

cancer rehabilitative supportcancer rehabilitative support

following the CRAW2020 campaign.following the CRAW2020 campaign.  

CRAW2020 | Previously ...CRAW2020 | Previously ...  

CRAW2021 aims to improve the lives of many more.CRAW2021 aims to improve the lives of many more.

CRAW2021 | How it helpsCRAW2021 | How it helps

#CRAW2021#CRAW2021    ||    Reaching new heights in cancer rehab awarenessReaching new heights in cancer rehab awareness

CRAW2021 | Get involvedCRAW2021 | Get involved

We would love your support to reach newWe would love your support to reach new
heights with cancer rehabilitationheights with cancer rehabilitation

awareness, so that more people andawareness, so that more people and
families can experience the far-reachingfamilies can experience the far-reaching

benefits of cancer rehabilitation.benefits of cancer rehabilitation.

p i n c a n d s t e e l . c o m



Start a conversation 

CRAW2021 | How CRAW2021 | How HIGHHIGH can  can youyou
RAISERAISE cancer rehab awareness? cancer rehab awareness?

Head to a high place
Is there a local ‘high point’ in your region? A well known landmark nearby?

CRAW is the time to gather your family, friends and colleagues and head to

the very top! The 7 days 6th-12th September, is the time to take on a new

challenge and head up a mountain, across a bridge, reach a trig point and

'raise' cancer rehab awareness as many metres above sea level as you

possibly can. 

No local mountain tops or famous high places to climb? (or under COVID

restrictions?) Why not head up the stairs in your office block every day for

CRAW, or find a rooftop, or simply share the message about cancer rehab

from your very own balcony. You can join us to 'raise' awareness whatever

your circumstance and wherever you are in the world.

#CRAW2021#CRAW2021    ||    Reaching new heights in cancer rehab awarenessReaching new heights in cancer rehab awareness
p i n c a n d s t e e l . c o m

Share to reach new heights!
To reach new heights, tell all your friends and family, and all your followers

on social media that you are RAISING AWARENESS for CRAW2021. Change

your Facebook profile picture frame to make a bigger impact and tag

#CRAW2021 in your posts. Don't forget to follow along with the campaign

to see others around the world reaching new heights for cancer rehab

awareness too.

Talk to those around you about cancer rehab. 

Are they missing out? 

Are their family members or friends missing out? 

Do they know cancer rehab offers proven benefits for

physical and mental wellbeing?                           

No one should miss out!No one should miss out!

Start the conversation ...

http://www.facebook.com/profilepicframes/?selected_overlay_id=231047738870593
https://www.facebook.com/pincandsteel

